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Abstract

We experimentally study how individuals read strategically-transmitted information
when they have preferences over what they will learn. Subjects play disclosure games
in which Receivers should interpret messages skeptically. We vary whether the state
that Senders communicate about is ego-relevant or neutral for Receivers, and whether
skeptical beliefs are aligned or not with what Receivers prefer believing. Compared
to neutral settings, skepticism is significantly lower when it is self-threatening, and
not enhanced when it is self-serving. These results shed light on a new channel that
individuals can use to protect their beliefs in communication situations: they exercise
skepticism in a motivated way, that is, in a way that depends on the desirability of the
conclusions that skeptical inferences lead to. We propose two behavioral models that
can generate motivated skepticism. In one model, the Receiver freely manipulates his
beliefs after having made skeptical inferences. In the other, the Receiver reasons about
evidence in steps and the depth of his reasoning is motivated.
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endogenous depth of reasoning.
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1 Introduction

In many economic situations, communication is considered as an effective way to reduce information

asymmetry. The less informed parties are assumed to be willing to learn the truth and, knowing the

objectives of the communicating parties, to be able to make inferences from disclosed and undisclosed

information. At the extreme, the unraveling result (Milgrom, 1981, Grossman, 1981) establishes that

information can be fully learnt by uninformed parties provided that they read vague disclosure with

skepticism. And indeed, it is often natural to interpret the absence of precise evidence as unfavorable

for the communicating party. This paper shows that individuals’ ability to exercise skepticism, and

therefore the relevance of the unraveling result, importantly depends on whether or not individuals

want to learn the truth in the first place. Using an online-lab experiment, we investigate how

subjects interpret hard information when they have preferences over what they want to be true.

Situations of strategic communication often share the feature that agents are not indifferent

about what they learn. Think for example of firms revealing hard information to consumers about

products attributes. Consumers wish to know these attributes to best-adapt purchasing decisions,

but they may also benefit per se from believing that products have particular attributes, such as

being environmental-friendly or ethically produced. In advising settings, advisors often communicate

with advisees about their abilities or chances of success. Advisees have an interest in learning the

truth but they may also be directly affected by the beliefs they hold about their abilities or chances.

In these situations, the agents who read information trade-off the need to form accurate beliefs

and the wish to hold comforting or pleasant beliefs. Our experiment examines whether agents

form motivated beliefs when receiving strategically-transmitted information. By doing so, it brings

together the literature on disclosure games and the literature on motivated beliefs.

The theoretical literature on voluntary disclosure games makes especially sharp predictions about

the reading of information in equilibrium. In these games, the information transmitted by the

privately-informed Sender to the Receiver is hard in the following sense: a message from the Sender

consists of a subset of types that must include the true type. The message is considered precise

when it is a singleton set – the type is fully disclosed –, and vague otherwise. In the classical version

of these games initially proposed by Milgrom (1981), the Sender’s payoff simply increases with the

decision finally taken by the Receiver. The Receiver’s objective is to take an action that matches

the type. In equilibrium, information is fully revealed by the Sender because different types never

pool on sending the same vague message: the highest type has an interest in separating from the

lower types and inducing a higher action; at the next step, it is the second-highest type who should

fully disclose, etc. Because of this unraveling mechanism, the Receiver’s equilibrium beliefs after any
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vague message are skeptical, that is, assign probability one to the lowest type disclosed. Skepticism

captures the intuitive idea that, when facing vague statements such as “the student is in the top

ten” or “at least half of the ingredients are organic”, the rational reading is that the student actually

ranked ten and that no more than half of the ingredients are organic.

Our experiment is designed to study the extent to which Receivers form skeptical beliefs as a

function of the desirability of these beliefs. In the lab, Sender-subjects transmit verifiable infor-

mation about a type to uninformed Receiver-subjects, and Receivers need to guess the type right

to maximize their monetary payoffs. We vary whether skeptical beliefs are pleasant or not for Re-

ceivers by crossing two exogenous variations, all else equal. The first variation is whether or not the

Receiver is directly affected by his beliefs about the type, which we implement by having the Sender

communicate about a type which is neutral or ego-relevant for the Receiver.1 In Loaded treatments,

the type is a noisy measure of the Receiver’s relative intelligence. In Neutral treatments, the type

is also a rank but it has no particular meaning for the Receiver.2 The second variation concerns the

objective of the Sender. In High treatments, the Sender’s payoff strictly increases with the Receiver’s

guess. In that case, the Sender should disclose precisely high types (i.e., low Receiver’s ranks) and

obfuscate low types (i.e., high Receiver’s ranks). In Low treatments, the Sender’s payoff strictly

decreases with the Receiver’s guess. The Sender should now conceal high types (i.e., low Receiver’s

ranks). The High vs. Low variation determines whether being skeptical consists in believing the

highest or the lowest rank disclosed. This makes no difference in Neutral treatments but affects the

desirability of the skeptical beliefs in Loaded treatments. Specifically, in the High_Loaded treat-

ment, the skeptical belief assigns probability one to the highest rank disclosed, a belief we consider

self-serving. In the Low_Loaded treatment, the skeptical belief assigns probability one to the lowest

rank disclosed, a belief we consider self-threatening.

We implement the four treatments between subjects. Each subject is Sender or Receiver, and

plays ten games with random rematch and no feedback. Our data contains 2000 games (around 500

by treatment) for which we record the type seen by the Sender, the message sent and the Receiver’s

guess. In each game, we measure Receiver’s skepticism by evaluating how close his guess is to the

skeptical guess, i.e., the guess he would have made if he held skeptical beliefs. We also measure

skepticism using the frequency of skeptical guesses. We test three main pre-registered hypotheses.3

First, we hypothesize that Receivers’ skepticism is unaffected by the High vs. Low variation in

Neutral treatments. Second, we hypothesize that Receivers’ skepticism will be at least as high

1The use of ego-relevant information is a commonly-used artefact to create preferences over beliefs in the lab (see
Schwardmann and Van der Weele, 2019 and Zimmermann, 2020 for instance).

2Across these treatments, we keep the Sender’s behavior constant by only telling him that he discloses information
about a secret number.

3The reference for pre-registration is AEARCTR-0007541.
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in High_Loaded as in High_Neutral, that is, when skeptical beliefs are self-serving. In theory,

Receivers are fully skeptical in the Neutral settings but, if they are not, there is room for increased

skepticism when it is self-serving. Third, we hypothesize that Receivers’ skepticism is strictly lower

in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral, that is, when skeptical beliefs are self-threatening. In short,

we expect individuals’ to interpret vague information skeptically when it is good news to them, and

less so when it is bad news to them.

We begin the data analysis by checking that Senders and Receivers understood the basics of

the game. Senders’ communication strategies have a clear structure that takes into account their

reversed objectives: in High treatments, Senders of type t most often disclose that their type is at

least t; in Low treatments, Senders of type t most often disclose that their type is at most t (that

is, use the “top ten” kind of messages). On their side, Receivers take the evidence into account in

the sense that their guesses are almost always within the set of types disclosed. When comparing

Receivers’ skepticism in the two Neutral treatments that serve as benchmarks, the difference is

marginal and goes in the direction of a slightly lower level of skepticism in Low_Neutral than in

High_Neutral. We attribute this small difference to the Sender’s payoff function being slightly more

complex in the Low than in the High condition.

Our main finding is that skepticism is significantly lower when it is self-threatening (as in the

Low_Loaded treatment) than when it is not (as in the Low_Neutral treatment). Said differently,

individuals read information less skeptically when it implies believing they ranked low in the IQ test,

than in comparable neutral environments. In contrast, we find no significant difference in the level of

Receivers’ skepticism when skepticism is self-serving (as in the High_Loaded treatment) and when it

is not (as in the High_Neutral treatment). These results demonstrate two important things. First,

the exercise of skepticism does not depend on the object that individuals reason about: subjects are

able to make skeptical inferences about their relative IQ in the High_Loaded treatment. Second,

and it is our main message, individuals exercise skepticism in a way that depends on the conclusions

that skeptical inferences lead to. In particular, they lack skepticism when it leads to beliefs they

dislike.

Because the set of messages we consider is rich, we can observe nuances in the desirability

of skeptical guesses that go beyond the ones created by our experimental variations. Again, we

observe that the level of skepticism depends finely on its effect on the ego. Precisely, skeptical

guesses are significantly less frequent when theses guesses are strongly self-threatening than when

they are mildly so; skeptical guesses are significantly more frequent when they are strongly self-

serving than when they are mildly so. We also establish that individuals’ lack of skepticism when

it is self-threatening is not driven by an overall tendency of these individuals to be confident about
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their relative intelligence and to stick to these prior views. To do so, we check the robustness of

our main results to the exclusion of confident subjects. We also run a complementary treatment

in which we make Receivers a priori more confident about their neutral ranks in the Low_Neutral

treatment and show that this change does not affect their subsequent guesses.

Our results point to the following asymmetry: compared to the Neutral setting, the Loaded

setting hinders skepticism in the Low treatments more than it enhances it in the High treatment.

This finding is in line with previous works establishing that individuals process good news and bad

news asymmetrically to protect their beliefs (see for instance Eil and Rao, 2011, Möbius et al., 2022,

Chew et al., 2020 or Zimmermann, 2020). One important difference however is that, in our strategic

setting, individuals first need to reason about the Sender’s strategy to uncover whether a message

is good or bad news to them. We view motivated skepticism as a new channel by which individuals

can protect their beliefs in strategic settings. From a more applied point of view, our work suggests

that individuals may read product information differently when it leads to disturbing conclusions

than when it does not. Motivated skepticism provides a new, psychological reason for the failure of

unraveling, which is often observed in the field and contradicts standard theory.4

Finally, we propose two behavioral models that can generate motivated skepticism.5 The first

model, presented in Section 2, is an adaptation to our communication setting of the models of moti-

vated beliefs formation which follow Brunnermeier and Parker (2005). The Receiver, whose beliefs

enter directly his utility function, first forms equilibrium skeptical beliefs. Next, he manipulates

these beliefs freely by trading-off the material benefit of keeping the accurate beliefs and the psy-

chological benefit of having a good expectation of his relative intelligence. The predictions of this

model correspond to the three hypotheses listed above. The alternative model, presented in Section

6, is more original. In this model, we assume, following the work of Schipper and Li (2020), that

the Receiver reasons in steps when reading hard information. We next propose that how deep the

Receiver goes in the reasoning process depends on how psychologically pleasant or unpleasant his

beliefs become along that process. As the Receiver reasons in High_Loaded, he converges step by

step to believing that his rank is the highest one disclosed. As the Receiver reasons in Low_Loaded,

he converges step by step to believing his rank is the lowest one disclosed. These treatments pro-

vide different psychological incentives to reason while keeping constant the material benefits and

the cognitive costs to do so. Following the framework of Alaoui and Penta (2015), we predict that

4Understanding when unraveling fails is important to decide whether or not to mandate disclosure. Dranove and
Jin (2010) report that unraveling is incomplete in many markets and already provide explanations, complementary
to ours, of why this may be the case: disclosure may not be costless, the Sender may not be fully informed, etc.

5In both models, we focus on the Receiver side and do not consider that the Sender could, in some contexts,
expect motivated skepticism and react to it. In our experiment, Senders are never made aware of the fact that types
can be ego-relevant for Receivers.
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the reasoning towards skeptical guesses will be less deep in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral, and

deeper in High_Loaded than in High_Neutral. Looking at individual data, we observe that Receivers

make fewer reasoning steps in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral, and similar number of steps in

High_Loaded and in High_Neutral. Overall, the two models make similar predictions about the

effect of our treatments on skepticism, but they differ in how motivated skepticism can emerge. In

one model, the Receiver distorts his beliefs after having made the skeptical inference. In the other,

preferences over beliefs limit the inference process itself.

Related literature. Our experiment connects the literature on disclosure games and the liter-

ature on motivated beliefs.

A central result in the literature on disclosure games is the unraveling result of Milgrom (1981)

and Grossman (1981), which establishes that information is fully disclosed by the informed party

in equilibrium.6 This result crucially relies on Receivers reading information in a specific way,

unfavorable to the Sender. While the theory is clear, the empirical literature reports that voluntary

disclosure is not always complete (see Mathios, 2000, Jin, 2005, Brown et al., 2012, Luca and Smith,

2015 or Bederson et al., 2018 for concrete examples, and Dranove and Jin, 2010 for a survey).

Experiments have offered some elements to understand this partial disconnection between theory

and practice. Jin et al. (2021) and Deversi et al. (2021) respectively show that subjects’ ability to

make skeptical inferences depends on their experience and on the language used by the Sender.7

King and Wallin (1991) and Dickhaut et al. (2003) consider costs to disclosure or a probability that

the Sender is not informed, also inducing failures of unraveling. Benndorf et al. (2015) observe a

low amount of disclosure when Senders are framed into being workers disclosing their productivity.

Their experiment suggests that psychological aspects can affect communication in important ways,

a point also made in Loewenstein et al. (2014). Our experiment is the first to consider that the

reading of hard information may depend on the preference Receivers have over beliefs.

The idea that, in some contexts, individuals’ well-being directly depends on their beliefs is at the

center of the recently-growing literature on motivated beliefs (surveyed in Bénabou, 2015). In the

last decade, the experimental literature on that topic has identified various channels that individuals

use to reach favored conclusions. These channels include asymmetric belief updating, selective recall,

or motivated information selection.8 In the works on asymmetric updating, subjects form beliefs

6See Okuno-Fujiwara et al. (1990), Seidmann and Winter (1997), Giovannoni and Seidmann (2007) and Hagenbach
et al. (2014) for related theoretical works.

7Schipper and Li (2020) analyze stepwise reasoning in experimental disclosure games and link Receivers’ levels
of reasoning to their IQ. Hagenbach and Perez-Richet (2018) show that Receivers can exercise skepticism also when
the Senders’ payoffs are not monotonic as in Milgrom (1981).

8Asymmetric information processing is documented in various experiments such as Eil and Rao (2011), Sharot
et al. (2011), Charness and Dave (2017), Drobner and Goerg (2021), Kogan et al. (2021) or Möbius et al. (2022).
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about states they intrinsically care about, such as their relative intelligence or beauty. They do so

based on noisy signals provided to them by the experimenter. In our work, subjects update their

beliefs using information which is strategically disclosed by another player. Subjects therefore need

to reason about the other party’s strategy to determine whether a given vague message is good

or bad news. We shed light on a new channel that individuals can use to protect their beliefs:

motivated skepticism.

We propose two behavioral models that can generate motivated skepticism. One model, pre-

sented in Section 2, is related to existing models of motivated beliefs formation that followed Bénabou

and Tirole (2002) and Brunnermeier and Parker (2005). We share with these models the assump-

tions that the agent’s utility depends directly on beliefs, and that the agent then faces a trade-off

between holding accurate beliefs to take optimal decisions and holding comfortable beliefs.9 The

other model, in Section 6, proposes that the agent’s favored beliefs are reached through a stepwise

reasoning whose depth is motivated. The heuristic for strategic reasoning in disclosure games is

borrowed from Schipper and Li (2020), and broadly related to the literature on strategic thinking

in games (see Nagel, 1995; Camerer et al., 2004; Costa-Gomes and Crawford, 2006; Crawford et al.,

2013; Crawford and Iriberri, 2007). Alaoui and Penta (2015) propose a framework to make players’

depth of reasoning in games endogenous to the material benefits to reason. We complement their

work by making reasoning depth endogenous to the psychological benefits to reason.

Only a few papers examine the formation of motivated beliefs in experimental settings which

are strategic or social. In Schwardmann and Van der Weele (2019), Schwardmann et al. (2022), and

Solda et al. (2020), individuals convince themselves that a state is true to better persuade others. In

Thaler (2022) and Burro and Castagnetti (2022), Senders adapt their cheap talk to what Receivers

want to hear about political issues or relative intelligence. Using a design similar to ours, Burro

and Castagnetti (2023) show that Receivers are not fooled by positive cheap-talk messages about

their relative intelligence. Oprea and Yuksel (2021) show that subjects rely more on peers’ beliefs

when these beliefs are self-serving. We consider hard information transmission and study motivated

deviations from skeptical beliefs.

Thaler (2022) shows that subjects assess the veracity of information sources in a motivated way. For evidence of
selective memory, see the survey by Amelio and Zimmermann (2023). Motivated information selection is documented
in Grossman (2014), Grossman and Van der Weele (2017), Serra-Garcia and Szech (2021), Exley and Kessler (2021)
and Chen and Heese (2023). See Golman et al. (2017) for a survey on information avoidance and Thompson and
Loewenstein (1992) on biased search of information. A general discussion of the mechanics of motivated reasoning
can be found in Epley and Gilovich (2016), and earlier in Kunda (1990).

9Beliefs can enter directly the agent’s utility function through self-image concerns (as assumed here and in
Bénabou and Tirole, 2011), anticipatory emotions (as in Kőszegi, 2006, Caplin and Eliaz, 2003 or Schwardmann,
2019) or motivational concerns (Bénabou and Tirole, 2002). Hagenbach and Koessler (2022) classify some of these
functions and provide a discussion of the models of motivated-belief formation.
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2 Theoretical framework

In this section, we present the well-known theoretical framework that guided our design and modify

it to consider a Receiver whose utility is belief-based. We also give definitions and predictions that

will help us analyze the experimental data.

2.1 Standard disclosure games

We consider a version of the standard Sender-Receiver disclosure game of Milgrom (1981) and

Grossman (1981). The Sender is privately informed of a type t and sends a costless message m

about it to the Receiver. We assume that t is initially drawn from a finite set of positive real

numbers T . Upon receiving m, the Receiver updates his beliefs about t and chooses an action a ∈ R

which affects both players. The Sender’s utility uS(a) is type-independent. The Receiver’s utility is

given by uR(a; t) = −(a − t)2, capturing the idea that the Receiver wants his action to match the

type.

When the type is t, the set of messages available to the Sender is M(t). This set contains

all the subsets of T which include t and are made up of consecutive numbers.10 As an example,

consider T = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The set of messages available to a Sender of type t = 1 is M(1) =

{{1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}. The set of all messages available to the Sender is

M = ∪t∈TM(t). With this message structure, information is hard: a message m ∈ M provides

evidence that the true type is in m. A message is precise when it is a singleton, and is vague

otherwise. The size of message m is its cardinality |m|. The highest and lowest types in m are

respectively denoted tsup(m) and tinf (m).

A (pure) strategy of the Sender is a mapping σS(·) from T to M such that σS(t) ∈ M(t). The

Sender’s strategy is fully revealing when it is separating: σS(t) ̸= σS(t
′) for every t ̸= t′. A (pure)

strategy of the Receiver is a mapping σR(·) from M to the set of actions R. βm ∈ ∆(T ) denotes the

belief of the Receiver following message m. We say that a belief βm is consistent with m if βm has

support in m.

We solve this game using Perfect Bayesian equilibrium. In equilibrium, (i) σS(·) is a best-reply

to σR(·), (ii) βm is derived from Bayes’ rule after any message m sent in equilibrium, and (iii) for

every m, the action that maximizes the Receiver’s utility given βm is σR(m) = Eβm(t). (ii) implies

that Receivers’ beliefs are consistent after any equilibrium message m. We add the requirement,

common in disclosure games, that βm is also consistent after any messages m sent off equilibrium

10This message structure corresponds to the rich language considered in Hagenbach and Koessler (2017) or Ali
et al. (2021). An alternative language that is commonly considered in theoretical and experimental works is the simple
language: the Sender of type t either discloses {t} or T . The rich language allows for more nuances in disclosure.
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path. By extension of consistent beliefs, we define consistent actions:

Definition 1 An action σR(m) is consistent with m if it is optimal for a belief that has support in

m.

In the experimental data, we will examine the consistency of Receivers’ actions. It will serve as a

check that Receivers have understood that Senders transmit hard evidence.

2.2 Receiver’s skepticism

The notion of skepticism, introduced by Milgrom (1981) and Milgrom and Roberts (1986), plays a

central role in disclosure games as it prescribes how the Receiver should interpret vague messages.

This interpretation naturally depends on the commonly-known Sender’s objective. In our experi-

ment, we will vary this objective by changing whether the Sender wants to induce a High or a Low

Receiver’s action.

In High games, the Sender’s payoff strictly increases in the Receiver’s action a.11 Since the

Sender wants to induce a high action, a Sender of high type should disclose this type precisely. In

contrast, a Sender of low type may have an interest in shrouding information and sending vague

messages. It follows that an intuitive way for the Receiver to read a vague message is to be skeptical

and interpret it as coming from a Sender of low type. In High games, we define skeptical beliefs as

follows:

Definition 2 In High games, the belief βm is skeptical if it assigns probability one to the lowest

type in m. We denote this type tskep(m).

In Low games, the Sender’s objective if reverted: the Sender’s payoff strictly decreases in the

Receiver’s action a. Since the Sender’s objective is now to induce a low action, skepticism consists

in interpreting vague messages as coming from the highest type disclosed:

Definition 3 In Low games, the belief βm is skeptical if it assigns probability one to the highest

type in m. We denote this type tskep(m).

We now recall the unraveling result which establishes that every equilibrium of High and Low

games is fully-revealing, and that the Receiver’s equilibrium beliefs are always skeptical. The proof

is given in Appendix A.
11As explained in Hagenbach et al. (2014), most of the disclosure literature assumes this specific state-independent

and monotonic payoff for the Sender. It also corresponds to the Sender’s payoff considered in all the experiments on
strategic disclosure mentioned in the literature review. Compared to more complex Sender’s payoff functions, this
payoff has the advantage of making it relatively simple for the Receiver to identify how to be skeptical. This leaves
less room a priori for the Receiver to lack skepticism.
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Proposition 1 In High and Low games, every equilibrium is fully revealing. In equilibrium, the

Receiver’s belief is skeptical after every (on and off-path) message.

In our experiment, we will observe the Receivers’ actions but not directly their beliefs. We define

an action following m as skeptical if it is optimal for the skeptical belief βm.

Definition 4 In High games, the skeptical action after message m equals tinf (m). In Low games,

the skeptical action after message m equals tsup(m).

2.3 A psychological Receiver

In our experiment, we will consider settings in which the Receiver’s utility is standard in that it

depends only on his action and the type, uR(a, t). We will also consider settings in which the

Receiver additionally and intrinsically cares about the beliefs he holds about t. For simplicity, we

incorporate this fact into the model by considering that the Receiver’s utility is given by the sum

of his material utility uR(a, t) and a psychological payoff that depends directly and only on his

expectation about t. We assume that the psychological payoff decreases in this expectation because,

in our experiment, the Receiver will intrinsically prefer to have a lower expectation of an ego-relevant

type t. For a given action a, type t and belief β about t, we assume that the Receiver’s utility is

given by
ũR(a; t, β) = −(a− t)2 − αEβ(t)

where α > 0 parameterizes self-image concerns.12

When the Receiver’s utility is given by ũR(a; t, β) and he faces a vague message m, he may

trade-off the material benefit of holding skeptical beliefs after m − these beliefs are accurate in

equilibrium − and the psychological benefit of having a lower expectation of t. To examine this

trade-off, we assume that, after receiving message m in equilibrium, the Receiver chooses his beliefs

optimally while considering (i) the information available at that time, that is, that the true type is

tskep(m), and (ii) that he will subsequently choose an action which is optimal for the beliefs he will

eventually hold.13 Regarding point (ii) and considering ũR(a; t, β), the Receiver’s optimal action a

is equal to Eβm(t) when his belief is βm. It follows that, after receiving message m, the Receiver

12For a categorization of psychological utilities u(a; t, β) which received recent attention in economics, see Hagen-
bach and Koessler (2022). The form we consider fits into the category of separable utilities, with the particularity
that beliefs affect utility only through the expectation of the type.

13There exist at least two categories of belief-formation models. In one approach, which we follow in spirit here,
beliefs are chosen freely by trading-off the costs and benefits of distorting beliefs away from the Bayesian framework
(see Brunnermeier and Parker, 2005 or Caplin and Leahy, 2019). In another approach, beliefs are formed in equilibrium
of a multi-self game (see Bénabou and Tirole, 2002, Hestermann et al., 2020 or Hagenbach and Koessler, 2022). In
both categories, a single agent is initially informed of the state of the world but manipulates his beliefs about it for
psychological reasons. Point (i) is an adaption of this assumption to our communication setting.
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chooses the belief βm that maximizes

−(Eβm(t)− tskep(m))2 − αEβm(t)

under the constraint, which we add, that βm stays consistent with m. Solving this program, we get

that the chosen belief βm is such that Eβm(t) = max{tinf (m), tskep(m)− α
2 }.

In High games, tskep(m) = tinf (m), so βm is such that Eβm(t) = tinf (m). The Receiver does not

manipulate his belief away from the skeptical belief. Indeed, the skeptical belief in High games is

the consistent belief that maximizes the psychological payoff. We say that the skeptical belief is self-

serving. In Low games, tskep(m) = tsup(m), so βm is not such that Eβm(t) = tsup(m). The Receiver

manipulates his beliefs away from the skeptical beliefs (and more so when self-image concerns are

more important). Indeed, the skeptical belief in Low games is the consistent belief that minimizes

the psychological payoff. We say that the skeptical belief is self-threatening. We summarize our

findings below, and use the term psychological Receiver for a Receiver with utility ũR(a; t, β) and

who manipulates his belief as described above.

Proposition 2 In High games, the psychological Receiver’s belief is skeptical after every vague

message. In Low games, the psychological Receiver’s belief is never skeptical after any vague message.

According to Propositions 1 and 2, the Receiver with a standard utility function takes the skeptical

action in High and Low games. When the Receiver is psychological, he takes the skeptical action in

the High but not in the Low games.

2.4 On the Sender’s fully-revealing strategy

Proposition 1 establishes that the Sender uses a fully-revealing strategy in every equilibrium. This

strategy can be made up of precise or vague messages. Consider that the Sender thinks that the

Receiver could, for any reason including mistakes, act as follows: when a type t is contained in the

set of types disclosed, there is always a probability that the Receiver takes action a = t. In this case,

a specific fully-revealing strategy is optimal for the Sender: in High games, every type t discloses

that the type is at least t, that is, sends the message {t, . . . , tsup} with tsup the highest type in T ;

conversely, in Low games, every type t discloses that the type is at most t, that is, sends the message

{tinf , . . . , t} with tinf the lowest type in T . In each game, we refer to this specific Sender’s strategy

as selective disclosure.14

14Milgrom and Roberts (1986) already point to this result which is proved in Hagenbach and Koessler (2017).
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3 Experimental design

We present the overall structure of our experiment before describing the two experimental variations

that we consider.

3.1 Overall structure

The experiment has two parts. Subjects’ payment is the sum of a show-up fee and of the money

earned in each part.

Part 1: IQ test. Subjects begin by completing a 15-minutes test made up of 15 Raven matrices

(Raven, 1936). They earn 0.50 euro per correctly solved matrix. A subject’s performance is an

integer between 0 and 15 that corresponds to the number of correctly-solved matrices. When the

IQ test is over, we elicit in an incentivized way the subjects’ beliefs about their performance relative

to the performance of a benchmark group made up of 99 subjects who did the same IQ test.15

Part 2: Sender-Receiver games. In the second part, subjects play 10 times the same Sender-

Receiver game. Before the 10 games start, subjects learn whether they will play as a Sender or as

a Receiver. Subjects keep this role for the 10 games but are randomly matched in Sender-Receiver

pairs at the beginning of every game, which is common knowledge. Each of the 10 games has four

steps:

Step 1 The computer generates a type t in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. In Subsection 3.2, we detail how the type

is generated, a key element of our experimental manipulation.

Step 2 The Sender is privately informed about the generated type t.

Step 3 The Sender decides which message m about t to sent to the Receiver. For any given type t,

the set of messages available to the Sender is restricted to the sets of consecutive types which

contain t.

Step 4 The Receiver observes the message m sent in Step 3 and makes a guess a ∈ [1, 5] about the

type t. We allow for guesses with one digit.16

When a Sender-Receiver game is over, subjects move to the next game without getting any feedback

about the type t that the Sender had effectively seen or about their realized payoff.

15We had previously ran 5 sessions with the only objective to gather the performance of these 99 subjects in the
IQ test. The beliefs elicitation procedure and payment is detailed in Subsection 5.3.

16The complete instructions are given in Online Appendix 8. Online Appendix 9 provides an example of the
screens seen by the Sender and by the Receiver.
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Payoffs. Players’ monetary payoff functions are common knowledge. The Sender’s payoff function

only depends on the Receiver’s guess a and not on the type generated in Step 1 of the game. The

Sender’s payoff function is part of our experimental manipulation and is detailed in Subsection 3.2.

The Receiver’s payoff function is the same in all treatments and depends both on his guess a and

on the type t. It is given by the following formula: 5− |a− t|.17 When the Receiver believes a type

t′ for sure, his optimal guess equals t′. We give subjects the exact formula, and explain them that

their payoff is higher when their guess is closer to the true type. In each game, both players’ payoffs

can range from 1 to 5 euros. One of the 10 games is randomly selected for payment of Part 2.

3.2 Treatments

Our experiment has four treatments that result from the crossing of the two variations introduced

in Section 2: the High or Low Sender’s objective, and whether or not the Receiver intrinsically cares

about the type t. We now explain how we implement these variations in the lab. The two-by-two

design is implemented between subjects.

3.2.1 Variation 1: Neutral vs. Loaded type

We vary exogenously whether the type t is Loaded or Neutral.

In the Loaded treatments, the type t corresponds to a measure of the relative performance of the

Receiver in the IQ test completed in Part 1. Let us call this loaded type the IQ-rank of the Receiver,

and explain how it is generated. In Step 1 of each Sender-Receiver game, the computer randomly

selects four subjects from the benchmark group of 99 subjects who did the IQ test previously. For

each Receiver, the IQ-rank t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is then computed by comparing his performance to the

performance of these four randomly-selected subjects (with ties broken at random):

⋄ t = 1 when the Receiver has the highest performance in the group of five subjects or, said

differently, when he ranks first,

⋄ t = 2 when the Receiver has the second highest performance in the group of five subjects or,

said differently, when he ranks second,

⋄ etc.

Importantly, a new IQ-rank is computed in every game: four new subjects are randomly selected

from the benchmark group in Step 1 of each game.

17This payoff function is not exactly the same as in the theory section. In the experimental disclosure literature,
experimenters usually consider relatively complex Receivers’ payoff functions and show them payoff matrices in which
they see an integer payoff for every pair of type and action. Instead of doing that, which usually requires restricting
the set of actions available to the Receiver, we presented the function with the distance because of its simplicity. In
Section 1 of the Online Appendix, we show that, with this payoff function, the Receiver’s optimal action is equal to
the median of his beliefs (Proposition 4) and that the results of the theory section are still valid.
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In the Neutral treatments, the type t also corresponds to a rank but it has no particular meaning.

Let us call this type a neutral rank, and explain how it is generated. At the very beginning of Part

2, that is, before the 10 Sender-Receiver games are played, an integer between 0 and 15 is randomly

attributed to each Receiver.18 In Step 1 of each Sender-Receiver game, the computer randomly

selects four other integers between 0 and 15. For each Receiver, the neutral rank t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

is then computed by comparing his integer to the four randomly-selected other integers (with ties

broken at random):

⋄ t = 1 when the Receiver’s integer is the highest in the group of five integers,

⋄ t = 2 when the Receiver’s integer is the second highest in the group of five integers,

⋄ etc.

Importantly, a new neutral rank is computed in every game: four new integers are randomly selected

in Step 1 of each game.

We now discuss three important aspects of the first experimental variation.

Receivers’ preferences over beliefs. In both the Loaded and the Neutral treatments, the

Receiver precisely knows how the type is generated. In particular, he knows the type is a measure

of relative intelligence in Loaded and a rank with no particular meaning in Neutral. The main

hypothesis behind the Loaded / Neutral manipulation is that it affects whether or not the Receiver

has intrinsic preferences over what he believes about the type. In the Loaded treatments, as in

Subsection 2.3 of the theory, we assume that the Receiver prefers to have a higher expectation of

his IQ-rank (closer to 1). In the Neutral treatment, there is no such preference over the rank.

In the Loaded treatments, the Receiver forms beliefs about his IQ-rank knowing that it is corre-

lated to the payment for the IQ test. It may therefore be that Receivers prefer to believe that their

IQ-rank is high because they prefer to anticipate a high payment and not because this is ego-relevant.

In our experiment, subjects know that they will later learn their payment but that the uncertainty

about their relative intelligence will never be resolved.19 According to Drobner (2022), this should

ensure that agents form motivated beliefs about the loaded type because it is ego-relevant. For

an additional check, we have run a treatment in which the payment of the IQ test was fixed and

show that our results are unaffected by this variation (see Online Appendix 3 for details about this

additional treatment).

18This procedure is meant to parallel the fact that, in Loaded treatments, Receivers start Part 2 with a fixed IQ
performance between 0 and 15.

19In Part 1, we write “You will never learn how many correct answers you gave in the test.” In Part 2, we write
“You will never receive more information about your IQ-ranks than the information given by the Senders.”
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What do Senders know about the type generation? In Step 1 of every game, the Sender

is fully informed about the type t. However, in both the Loaded and Neutral treatments, the type

is simply presented to the Sender as a “secret number” from the set {1,2,3,4,5}. In other words,

the Sender does not know how t is generated in the different treatments. The Receiver knows that

the Sender does not know how the type is generated. Because Senders do not know that the type

has a different meaning for Receivers in the Loaded and Neutral treatments, their communication

strategy are comparable across treatments (provided that the Sender’s payoff is the same). This

allows us to focus on the Receivers’ reactions facing comparable messages in Neutral and Loaded

treatments. If Senders knew they were transmitting information about Receivers’ relative IQ, it

could affect their communication strategies in potentially complex ways (they could derive pleasure

or discomfort disclosing good or bad news about Receivers relative IQ, etc.).

Comparability between the Loaded and Neutral treatments. We designed the Neutral

treatments to be as comparable as possible to the Loaded treatments. In the Loaded treatments,

as the 10 games are played, the Receiver may learn something about his performance in the IQ

test even if the IQ-rank is newly computed in each round. In the Neutral treatments, a similar

process can occur because the Receiver is initially attributed an integer that is fixed for the 10

games. In both treatments, we do not give Receivers feedback between the games to limit this

learning. One difference however remains. In the Loaded treatment, the Receiver may have some

information about his IQ-rank because he has experienced the IQ test. In the Neutral treatment,

he only knows his integer has been selected according to a uniform distribution. We examine the

impact of Receivers’ prior beliefs in Subsection 5.3.

3.2.2 Variation 2: High vs. Low guess

We vary exogenously whether the Sender’s objective is to induce a High or a Low guess from the

Receiver. Payoffs are common knowledge, so the Receiver knows the Sender’s objective.

In the High treatments, the Sender’s payoff is equal to the Receiver’s guess a. According to

theory, when m is vague, the Receiver should be skeptical and, as stated in Definition 2, believe the

lowest type / highest rank in m. For instance, if m = {3, 4, 5}, the skeptical belief assigns probability

one to t = 3. In the Low treatments, the Sender’s payoff is equal to 6 − a. According to theory,

when m is vague, the Receiver should be skeptical and, as stated in Definition 3, believe the highest

type / lowest rank in m. For instance, if m = {1, 2, 3}, the skeptical belief assigns probability one

to t = 3.
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3.2.3 Two-by-two design

By crossing variations 1 and 2, we affect whether, for any given message, the Receiver’s skeptical

belief is neutral, self-serving or self-threatening.

Table 1: Summary of treatments

Treatment Skeptical belief Intrinsic preferences Skeptical belief
facing m over beliefs? is

High_Neutral Highest rank in m No Neutral
High_Loaded Highest rank in m Yes Self-serving
Low_Neutral Lowest rank in m No Neutral
Low_Loaded Lowest rank in m Yes Self-threatening

3.3 Main hypotheses

Our main hypotheses relate to the Receivers’ levels of skepticism in the different treatments. We

construct a measure of skepticism that captures the idea that a Receiver, while being consistent, is

less skeptical when the distance between his guess and the skeptical guess (Definition 4) is larger.

To make the measure comparable across games, we normalize this distance by the maximal distance

to the skeptical guess that any consistent guess could have, that is, by the size of the message. The

measure is denoted Sk(a,m) and constructed for each game in which the Receiver made a consistent

guess a when facing a vague message m.20 The measure is in [0, 1] and equals 1 when the Receiver

makes the skeptical guess.

Definition 5 In High treatments, for every vague m and consistent a, the measure of skepticism is

given by:

Sk(a,m) = 1−
a− tinf (m)

tsup(m)− tinf (m)

In Low treatments, for every vague m and consistent a, the measure of skepticism is given by:

Sk(a,m) = 1− tsup(m)− a

tsup(m)− tinf (m)

In the data, skepticism will be evaluated using averages of Sk(a,m) over games and frequencies

of skeptical guesses. We use Neutral treatments as benchmarks and formulate our main hypotheses

in terms of differences in skepticism between the Loaded and Neutral treatments. We also formulate

an hypothesis on Neutral treatments. All the hypotheses presented below have been pre-registered

(AEARCTR-0007541).

20When considering precise messages, consistent guesses are necessarily skeptical.
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According to Proposition 1 in Section 2, Receivers should be skeptical in High_Neutral and in

Low_Neutral. Since we see no reason a priori to think that skepticism is harder to exercise when it

consists in assigning probability one to the lowest or to the highest type disclosed, we formulate the

first hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Facing vague messages, Receivers are as skeptical in High_Neutral as in Low_Neutral.

Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 of Section 2 predict that Receivers should be skeptical in

High_Neutral and in High_Loaded. This however relies on the theoretical result that individuals are

fully skeptical in High_Neutral, which leaves no room to increase skepticism when it is self-serving.

We know from previous experiments that subjects are not always skeptical, so the next hypothesis

incorporates the possibility that skepticism could be higher in High_Loaded :

Hypothesis 2: Facing vague messages, Receivers are at least as skeptical in High_Loaded as in

High_Neutral.

Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 of Section 2 predict that Receivers should be skeptical in

Low_Neutral but not in Low_Loaded, which leads to the last hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3: Facing vague messages, Receivers are less skeptical in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral.

3.4 Implementation

A total of 464 subjects participated in the experiment, 232 Receiver subjects and 232 Sender sub-

jects.21 Subjects belonged to the pool of the WZB-TU Lab in Berlin, which is mostly made up of

students from the Technical University of Berlin. They were invited to virtual experimental ses-

sions, of about 20 subjects each, on Zoom. Once checked in, each subject received a link to run

the experiment on his own computer (while staying on Zoom in the presence of the experimenter).

The experiment was programmed with z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and run using z-Tree unleashed

(Duch et al., 2020). Sessions took around one hour and subjects earned on average 19.51 euros

(s.d. = 2.13).

3.5 Data analysis

Sample. In the data, we drop 16 Receivers for whom at least one game out of 10 could not

be played because of computer bugs (either the Sender they were matched with could not send

a message, or the Receiver himself could not make a guess). We also drop 16 Receivers who, in

21150 additional subjects participated in two complementary treatments detailed in Online Appendix 3.
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more than half of the games they played, made a guess which was not consistent with the evidence

contained in the message received. We believe that these subjects did not understand that Senders

were disclosing hard evidence about the type.22 Overall, this leaves 200 Receiver subjects. Each of

them played 10 games, so our dataset is made up of 2000 games. Each of these 2000 observations

consists of a true type t, a message m sent by the Sender and a Receiver’s guess a. Among these

games, 540 correspond to the High_Neutral treatment, 480 to the High_Loaded treatment, 500 to

the Low_Neutral treatment and 480 to the Low_Loaded treatment.

Statistical tests. Unless noted otherwise, for all statistical tests we report p-values obtained

from random-effects linear regressions on panel data with the Senders’ or Receivers’ identifiers

as the group variable and the rounds as the time variable.23 Standard errors are clustered at

the session level using bootstrapping. In Appendix B, we provide robustness checks of the tests

reported in the main text by exploring alternative specifications. They include (i) accounting for

the bounded (sometimes binary) nature of the dependent variable by using Probit or Tobit models

when appropriate, (ii) using linear regressions without considering panel data structure, and (iii)

clustering at the individual level rather than at the session level.

4 Experimental results: first steps

4.1 Senders’ communication strategies

We first describe Senders’ strategies and, in particular, check that they account for the Senders’

reversed objective in High and Low treatments.

Senders’ strategy in High treatments. Table 2 reports the frequency with which each

message is sent conditionally on the Sender observing each type t. In the High treatments, in which

Senders want Receivers to make a high guess (closer to 5), Senders of type t most often disclose

that the type is at least t: they do so 67.84% of the time over all types. This disclosure strategy

corresponds to selective disclosure described in Subsection 2.4.24

22As shown in Online Appendix 4, our main results are unaffected by the inclusion of these Receivers. Following
Jin et al. (2021), we additionally checked whether Receivers could be inconsistent because they care about the Senders’
payoffs and find no support for this hypothesis.

23When studying Senders’ communication strategies, the group identifier variable is the Senders’ identity. When
studying Receivers’ behavior, the group identifier variable is the Receivers’ identity.

24The experiment of Deversi et al. (2021) in which Senders can use a rich/flexible language corresponds to our
High_Neutral treatment with 6 instead of 5 possible types. The authors report that the messages sent most often by
Senders almost perfectly coincide with the prediction of selective disclosure.
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Table 2: Senders’ communication strategy in High treatments

Note: The Table reports the frequency with which each message is sent conditionally on the Sender observing each type t,
in the High treatments. Numbers in red highlight the most frequently sent message for each type. For instance, Senders of
type t = 5 send the precise message m = {5} 82.45% of the time.

Regarding the comparison between High_Neutral and High_Loaded, we remind that Senders

see the same instructions. For each type, the message sent most often is the same in these two

treatments, and the frequency with which this message is sent is never significantly different (except

marginally when t = 4, p = 0.076).25

Senders’ strategy in Low treatments. Table 3 gives the frequency with which each message

is sent conditionally on the Sender observing each type t. In the Low treatments, in which Senders

want Receivers to make a low guess (closer to 1), Senders of type t most often disclose that the type

is at most t: they do so 70.82% of the time over all types. This disclosure strategy also corresponds

to selective disclosure.

Table 3: Senders’ communication strategy in Low treatments

Note: The Table reports the frequency with which each message is sent conditionally on the Sender observing each type t,
in the Low treatments. Numbers in red highlight the most frequently sent message for each type. For instance, Senders of
type t = 1 send the precise message m = {1} 72.82% of the time.

Regarding the comparison between Low_Neutral and Low_Loaded, we remind again that Senders

see the same instructions. For each type, the message sent most often is the same in these two treat-

ments, and the frequency with which this message is sent is never significantly different (except

marginally when the type is 4, p = 0.089).26

25Online Appendix 2 gives the frequencies of each m conditional on t in High_Neutral and High_Loaded separately.
26Online Appendix 2 gives the frequencies of each m conditional on t in Low_Neutral and Low_Loaded separately.
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Result 1. Senders’ strategies are well-structured: in High treatments, Senders of type t most

often disclose that the type is at least t; in Low treatments, Senders of type t most often disclose

that the type is at most t.

4.2 Messages seen by Receivers

The messages seen by Receiver in High and Low treatments are different because of Senders’ re-

versed objectives. We however can check whether Receivers face comparable messages in the four

treatments by considering two objects. The first is the size of the messages seen by Receivers in

the various treatments, since it may be easier to make skeptical inferences when a smaller set of

types is disclosed. The average size of the messages seen is not different between the High_Neutral

and High_Loaded treatments (2.90 and 3.01, p = 0.463). Messages are slightly vaguer in the

Low_Neutral treatment than in the Low_Loaded (average sizes are 3.25 and 2.98; p = 0.014).

When studying Receivers’ skepticism, we will take into account the size of the messages they saw

to control for these variations.27 The second object is the skeptical guesses which correspond to the

vague messages that Receivers see. Considering all vague messages, the average skeptical guess is

neither different between High_Neutral and High_Loaded (2.21 and 2.24, p = 0.686), nor different

between Low_Neutral and Low_Loaded (3.85 and 3.71, p = 0.362).

Observation 1.28 When making their guesses, Receivers are in comparable situations in all

treatments. In the two High treatments, the messages seen by Receivers are similar in terms of

size and of skeptical guesses that these messages should induce. In the two Low treatments, the

messages seen by Receivers are similar in terms of size and skeptical guesses that these messages

should induce, with slightly vaguer messages in Low_Neutral.

4.3 Preliminary checks about Receivers’ guesses

Before studying whether Receivers’ guesses are skeptical, we make two preliminary checks.

Consistency of Receivers’ guesses. Applying Definition 1 of the theory section, a guess is

consistent with message m if it is in m. Over all treatments, the percentage of consistent guesses is

98.10%, which is very high.29 It ranges from 95.74% in High_Neutral to 99.37% in Low_Loaded, with

27The measure of skepticism Sk(a,m) is normalized by the size of the message. When considering the frequency
of skeptical guesses, we will use message size as a control variable.

28We use the term “result” for findings linked to our experimental treatments, and the term “observation” otherwise.
29This percentage is in line with the levels of consistency reported in Hagenbach and Perez-Richet (2018) or

Schipper and Li (2020) who also allow for vague messages.
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no significant differences between the treatments. The rate of consistency is lower when Receivers

received a precise message (92.25%) than a vague message (99.50%, p = 0.004) as is mechanically

expected. When looking at the very few inconsistent guesses made by Receivers, we find no evidence

that inconsistent guesses correspond to higher ranks.

Observation 2. Receivers’ guesses are consistent with the evidence provided by Senders.

Receivers’ guesses in Neutral and Loaded treatments. The Receivers’ monetary payoff

function is the same in all treatments. In Loaded treatments, we assume that Receivers addition-

ally prefer to hold higher beliefs about their IQ-rank, so they should guess higher ranks in these

treatments. Pooling all messages, Figure D.1 in Appendix D reports the distribution of Receivers’

guesses in the Neutral and Loaded treatments. It shows that the frequency with which Receivers

guess they ranked 2 or 3 is indeed higher in Loaded than in Neutral (p = 0.024 and p = 0.022,

resp.). On the contrary, the frequency with which Receivers guess they ranked 5 is lower in Loaded

than in Neutral (p = 0.093). We take this as an indication that our Neutral/Loaded experimental

variation was effective.

Observation 3. Receivers guess higher ranks in Loaded than in Neutral treatments.

5 Receivers’ skepticism

In this section, we study Receivers’ skepticism by testing the three hypotheses presented in Sub-

section 3.3. For every vague message m and consistent guess a, skepticism is measured using the

formula Sk(a,m) from Definition 5. Overall, we look at the 1605 games in which the message is

vague and the guess consistent, which corresponds to 80.25% of our data set.

5.1 Motivated skepticism

Figure 1 gives an overview of our main findings. It displays the cumulative distribution function of

the measure of skepticism for each treatment. The closer the line is to the bottom-right of the box,

the more skeptical the Receivers’ guesses are. On that figure, we see that the level of skepticism

is rather high in the High treatments, without a big difference between the High_Neutral and the

High_Loaded treatments. The level of skepticism seems lower in the Low treatments, with a bigger

difference between the Low_Neutral and the Low_Loaded treatments. Figure 1 suggests that the

levels of skepticism in the four treatments is indeed ordered as hypothesized in Subsection 3.3.
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Note: The Figure displays the cumulative distribution function of skepticism, by treatment. The closer the line is to the
bottom-right of the box, the more skeptical the Receivers’ guesses are. On the contrary, the closer the line is to the top-left
of the box, the less skeptical the Receivers’ guesses are.

Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of skepticism, by treatment

The left part of Figure 2 displays the average value of Sk(a,m) by treatment and gives another

representation of our findings. First, the average level of skepticism is higher in High_Loaded than

in High_Neutral but the difference is not significant (p = 0.341). This indicates that Receivers’

skepticism is not significantly enhanced when the skeptical belief is self-serving. Second, the average

level of skepticism in Low_Loaded is strongly and significantly lower than in Low_Neutral (p =

0.005). On average, Receivers are less skeptical when skepticism involves believing a low IQ-rank

than when it involves believing a low neutral rank. Third, the average levels of skepticism in

Low_Neutral and High_Neutral are marginally different from each other (p = 0.076). This small

difference could be explained by the fact that it is easier for Receivers to understand the objective

of a Sender whose payoff equals their guess than the one of a Sender whose payoff equals 6 minus

their guess.30

The above findings are confirmed when looking at the frequencies of skeptical guesses, reported

on the right part of Figure 2.31 They are also confirmed when looking at the 10 guesses of each

individual: individual behaviors are similar in all but the Low_Loaded treatment in which Receivers

make significantly fewer guesses that are close to the skeptical ones (see Online Appendix 6 for details

about skepticism at the individual level).

30On the Sender side, an observation from previous Tables 2 and 3 points to the same direction: there is a higher
rate of full disclosure of type 5 in High treatments than of type 1 in Low treatments (p = 0.056).

31It is interesting to note that around 30% of guesses are skeptical in Neutral treatments, a rate which corresponds
almost exactly to the one found in Deversi et al. (2021) who present an experiment similar to High_Neutral.
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Note: The left part of the Figure displays the average level of skepticism, by treatment. The right part of the Figure displays
the average frequency of a skeptical guess, by treatment. Black segments are 95% confidence intervals. P-values are from
random-effects linear regressions on panel data with the Receivers’ id as the group variable and the rounds as the time
variable. Standard errors are clustered at the session level using bootstrapping. See columns (1), (4) and (7) in Table 4 (left
part of the Figure) and columns (1), (4) and (7) in Table C.1 (right part of the Figure). *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

Figure 2: Receivers’ average skepticism, by treatment

Table 4 shows the determinants of the Receivers’ level of skepticism. Columns (1) to (3) focus

on the High condition. The coefficient of the Loaded dummy is small and insignificant in all three

specifications. Columns (4) to (6) focus on the Low condition. The estimated negative coefficient of

the Loaded dummy confirms that the level of skepticism is substantially and significantly lower in

the Low_Loaded than in the Low_Neutral treatment. Columns (7) to (9) report coefficients of the

full difference-in-differences specification. The coefficients of the interaction term is negative and

significant, confirming the findings from columns (1)-(6). The estimated negative coefficient of the

Low dummy shows the marginal difference between the Neutral treatments.

Columns (2), (5) and (8) include two additional control variables. First, they include the Re-

ceivers’ performance in the IQ test, which we measure for all Receivers in Part 1 of the experiment.

We see that better cognitive abilities are significantly and positively correlated to Receivers’ skep-

ticism, a correlation already established in Schipper and Li (2020).32 Second, they include dummy

variables for each round of play, which shows no overall learning trend. In fact, learning may be

hindered by the fact that there are relatively few rounds, that Receivers do not face the same mes-

sage in every round and do not get any feedback between the rounds (see Online Appendix 5 for

more details). Columns (3), (6) and (9) additionally control for various demographic variables which

include age, gender, educational attainment, socio-professional category, social class and experience

in participating in experiments.

32We discuss the role of IQ on skepticism in more details in Online Appendix 7.
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Table 4: Determinants of skepticism
Dep. Var. Skepticism

High treatments Low treatments Difference-in-difference
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1 if Loaded 0.048 0.017 0.016 -0.109*** -0.124*** -0.156*** 0.048 0.022 0.019
(0.050) (0.046) (0.050) (0.036) (0.037) (0.059) (0.052) (0.049) (0.050)

1 if Low -0.062* -0.065* -0.051
(0.035) (0.034) (0.039)

1 if Low_Loaded -0.157** -0.149** -0.157**
(0.063) (0.061) (0.065)

IQ performance 0.026*** 0.026*** 0.019*** 0.017* 0.023*** 0.021***
(0.006) (0.009) (0.007) (0.009) (0.005) (0.006)

Rounds dummies ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Demo. ✓ ✓ ✓

Cons. 0.639*** 0.348*** 0.458** 0.577*** 0.391*** 0.164 0.639*** 0.399*** 0.464***
(0.020) (0.064) (0.187) (0.028) (0.061) (0.261) (0.020) (0.056) (0.154)

N 789 789 789 816 816 816 1605 1605 1605
Note: The Table reports random-effects linear regressions on panel data with the Receivers’ id as the group variable and the
rounds as the time variable. Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the session level using bootstrapping. * p < 0.10,
** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

Table C.1 in Appendix C replicates Table 4 considering whether or not a guess is skeptical.

When looking at the Receivers’ likelihood to make a skeptical guess rather than at the distance

between the Receiver’s guess and the skeptical guess, the results of Table 4 are confirmed.

Overall, our results validate Hypothesis 2 (no difference between High_Neutral and High_Loaded)

and Hypothesis 3 (lower skepticism in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral). Regarding Hypothesis

1 about the two Neutral treatments, we observe a small difference in skepticism. In Appendix B,

we report alternative specifications to test the robustness of the effects presented in Table 4 and

Table C.1. The validation of Hypotheses 2 and 3 is robust to all specifications considered. Regard-

ing Hypothesis 1, the level of skepticism between the two Neutral treatments appears either not

significantly or marginally significantly different depending on the specification. Our results can be

summarized as follows:

Result 2. (a) Receivers’ skepticism is not significantly higher when it is self-serving than when

it is not. (b) Receivers’ skepticism is significantly lower when it is self-threatening than when it is

not. (c) The average level of skepticism is marginally lower in Low_Neutral than in High_Neutral.

Result 2 points to the following asymmetry: compared to the Neutral setting, the Loaded setting

hinders skepticism in the Low treatments more than it enhances it in the High treatments. One

reason for this asymmetry could be that the level of skepticism in High_Neutral and Low_Neutral

is so high that it leaves little room for increase in High_Loaded (as predicted by Propositions 1

and 2). Since only 30% of guesses are skeptical in Neutral treatments, this explanation does not
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seem entirely convincing. Another possible reason for this asymmetry is that it is more unpleasant

to make the skeptical guess in Low_Loaded than it is pleasant to make it in High_Loaded. More

precisely, the effect on well-being of believing one’s relative intelligence is low may be inherently

stronger in magnitude than the effect of believing one’s relative intelligence is high.

Several experiments on the formation of motivated beliefs also report asymmetries in the way

individuals process good and bad news. The literature on selective recall shows that individuals

remember with a higher accuracy positive feedback than negative feedback. The literature on

asymmetric updating shows that subjects’ inferences conform more closely to Bayes’ rule in response

to good than to bad signals. However, these findings are established in situations which clearly differ

from the one we consider. First, in these works, subjects usually can directly assess whether a noisy

signal is good or bad news. In our work, Receivers cannot assess whether a message is good or bad

from its face value; it is the strategic setting – High or Low treatment – and skeptical inferences in

this setting, that allow them to assess how good or bad a message is for them. Second, our subjects

update their prior beliefs using a message which is strategically transmitted to them by another

player. It follows that, in all treatments alike, Receivers need to reason about the Sender’s strategy

before using it to update their beliefs.

5.2 More or less self-serving or self-threatening skepticism

We now dig further into our findings by evaluating the extent to which a skeptical guess is self-

threatening or self-serving in Loaded treatments. Table 5 presents the skeptical guess for every

vague message in the High and Low treatments.

Table 5: Skeptical guess for every possible vague message in the High and Low treatments
Message {1, 2} {2, 3} {3, 4} {4, 5} {1, 2, 3} {2, 3, 4} {3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4} {2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

High 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 1
Low 2 3 4 5 3 4 5 4 5 5

Note: The Table reports the skeptical guess for every possible vague message in the High and Low treatments. For instance,
in the High treatments, the skeptical guess corresponding to message m = {1, 2} is a = 1. It is a = 2 in the Low treatments.
Strongly self-serving and strongly self-threatening skeptical guesses appear in bold in the High and Low lines respectively.

In the High_Loaded treatment, we say that skeptical guesses that correspond to ranks 3 or 4

are strongly self-serving, while skeptical guesses that correspond to 1 or 2 are mildly self-serving.

This may seem a bit counter-intuitive but the extent to which a skeptical guess is self-serving is

evaluated in comparison to other consistent guesses. In fact, when messages are {3, 4}, {4, 5} or

{3, 4, 5}, making a consistent guess which is not skeptical means guessing a particularly low rank

(4 or 5). In that sense, the skeptical guess is strongly self-serving after these messages. For other

messages, making a guess that is not skeptical means guessing a relatively high rank such as 2 or
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3. In that sense, for messages such as {1, 2} or {1, 2, 3}, the skeptical guess is mildly self-serving.

Similarly, in the Low_Loaded treatment, we say that skeptical guesses that correspond to ranks

2 or 3 are mildly self-threatening, while skeptical guesses that correspond to 4 and 5 are strongly

self-threatening. Strongly self-serving and strongly self-threatening skeptical guesses appear in bold

in Table 5.

Figure D.2 in Appendix D gives the average skepticism and the frequency of skeptical guesses,

for mildly/strongly self-serving/self-threatening skeptical guesses. In High_Loaded, Receivers’ make

the skeptical guess significantly more frequently when it is strongly self-serving than when it is

mildly self-serving (p = 0.014). In Low_Loaded, the average level of skepticism and the frequency

of a skeptical guess are significantly lower when the skeptical guess is strongly self-threatening than

when it is mildly self-threatening (p = 0.031 and p < 0.001). These findings demonstrate that

Receivers’ exercise of skepticism depends finely on the desirability of the conclusion that skepticism

leads to.

Result 3. (a) In the High_Loaded treatment, Receivers make skeptical guesses significantly more

often when skepticism is strongly self-serving than when it is mildly so. (b) In the Low_Loaded

treatment, the average level of skepticism and the frequency of skeptical guesses is lower when

skepticism is strongly self-threatening than when it is mildly so.

5.3 The role of prior beliefs

We designed the Neutral and Loaded treatments with the objective to make them as comparable as

possible except for the meaning of types to Receivers. One difference, directly related to the meaning

of types, remains between these treatments: the Receivers’ prior beliefs about their types, which

we do not control directly. In Loaded treatments, Receivers form priors about their IQ-ranks after

having experienced the IQ test in Part 1 of the experiment. They may therefore have some sense of

how they performed in the test, which potentially affects how they read messages. In particular, if

individuals are confident about their relative performance and tend to stick to this prior view, they

may mechanically appear not very skeptical in the Low_Loaded treatment and rather skeptical in

the High_Loaded treatment.

We investigate the role of prior beliefs by running two analyses. First, we test whether our main

results are robust to the exclusion of the most confident subjects. Second, we run a complementary

Neutral treatment in which we exogenously push Receivers’ optimism about their neutral ranks to

mimic Receivers’ confidence about their relative performance in Loaded treatments.
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Exclusion of the most confident subjects. In all treatments, we elicited Receivers’ beliefs

about their relative performance right after the IQ test. Precisely, we inserted each subject into

a group of 99 subjects who had done the same IQ test previously. We then divided the group

of 100 individuals into five quintiles – from the 20% of individuals with the best performance to

the 20% of individuals with the worst performance – and asked subjects to give an estimate of

the likelihood that they belong to each quintile. This beliefs elicitation procedure was incentivized

using a quadratic scoring rule.33 Even if these beliefs about relative performance do not correspond

exactly to prior beliefs about the IQ-ranks generated in the Sender-Receiver games, they give an

indication of how well the Receiver thinks he performed compared to other individuals. On average,

Receivers consider that they are more likely to belong to the second and third quintiles than to

the fourth and fifth quintiles (see Figure D.3 in Appendix D). This shows that individuals are

rather confident regarding their performance in the IQ test, consistently with the large literature on

overconfidence (e.g. Moore and Healy, 2008; Merkle and Weber, 2011).

To investigate whether the lower skepticism in Low_Loaded could be driven by the average

tendency to confidence, we check that our results are robust to the exclusion of the most confident

subjects.34 There are several ways to identify these subjects. A first, simple way to evaluate

confidence is to consider the quintile that each Receiver estimated most likely. We consider that

the most confident Receivers are either the ones who estimate that they are most likely to belong

to the first quintile, or the ones who estimate that they are most likely to belong to one of the

first two quintiles. Excluding these subjects, we see that both the average level of skepticism and

the frequency of a skeptical guess stay lower in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral (p = 0.035 and

p < 0.001, resp.). A second way to evaluate Receivers’ confidence is to examine whether their beliefs

about performance, i.e., the distribution of the estimated likelihood to belong to each quintile, is

skewed to the left (they estimate the first and second quintiles more likely than the fourth and

fifth). We consider that the most confident subjects are the ones whose distribution of estimates

differs significantly from the uniform distribution at the 1% level (Chi2 test) and is skewed to the

left. Excluding these subjects, we see that both the average level of skepticism and the frequency

of skeptical guesses stays lower in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral (p = 0.039 and p = 0.012,

resp.).35

33Precisely, we explain subjects that their payoff is highest if they estimate most accurately their chance to belong
to each quintile, and they can see the exact method used to compute their payoff. At the end of the experiment, one
quintile is selected at random. The subject’s payoff is based on the following formula: Payoff= 2− 2 ∗ [(I − p/100)]2,
where I is an indicator variable that takes value 1 if the quintile the subject actually belongs to is equal to the selected
quintile and 0 otherwise, and p is the subject’s estimate in percent.

34We apply our exclusion criterion to all treatments alike. Even if confidence does not play a role in Neutral
treatments (as Receivers guess neutral ranks), it will ensure that we compare Receivers with similar IQ levels, types
and messages across treatments.

35Figures D.4 and D.5 in Appendix D replicate Figure 2, without confident subjects.
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Observation 4. Skepticism is significantly lower when it is self-threatening than when it is not,

even when excluding confident Receivers who may lack skepticism simply because they stick to their

optimistic prior beliefs.

Complementary Neutral treatment with modified priors. As reported above, Re-

ceivers are confident about their relative performance, which may play a role in Loaded settings.

To mimic this confidence in Neutral settings, we run some complementary experimental sessions in

which we do the following twist: the integer number between 0 and 15 which is associated to every

Receiver (at the beginning of Part 2, that is, before neutral ranks are generated) is not uniformly

distributed anymore but has a 20% chance to be low (between 0 and 7) and a 80% chance to be

high (between 8 and 15). To determine neutral ranks, the modified program now compares the Re-

ceiver’s integer to four other integers which are still uniformly drawn from {0, 1, . . . , 15}. As in the

main treatments, Receivers are informed about how types are generated, so the twist should make

them more optimistic about their neutral ranks. We implement this change in the Low_Neutral

treatment and call the new treatment Low_Neutral_ModifiedPriors.36 If the lack of skepticism in

Low_Loaded is driven by the fact that subjects stick to their optimistic priors, we should also see

this lack of skepticism in Low_Neutral_ModifiedPriors.

Figure 3 (and Table 3.2 in Online Appendix 3) compares the average level of skepticism and the

frequency of skeptical guesses in the Low_Neutral, Low_Neutral_ModifiedPriors and Low_Loaded

treatments. Both measures of skepticism stay lower in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral_Modified

Priors (p = 0.005 and p < 0.001), and skepticism is not significantly different between Low_Neutral

and Low_Neutral_Modified Priors (p = 0.894 and p = 0.852). We take this as evidence that

confident priors are not the driver of the lower skepticism we observe in Low_Loaded relative to

Low_Neutral.

Observation 5. Skepticism in Low_Neutral is not affected by an exogenous variation that makes

Receivers’ prior beliefs about their neutral ranks more optimistic.

6 Receivers’ depth of reasoning

In this section, we take a different look at Receivers’ behavior by considering the steps of reasoning

that could lead to the guesses they made.

36We collected data for 340 games. Details of the implementation are given in Online Appendix 3. We did not
implement the change in High_Neutral because, if prior beliefs impact the level of skepticism, confidence should push
skepticism in High_Loaded compared to High_Neutral, and this is not what we observe.
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Note: The left part of the Figure displays the average level of skepticism. The right part of the Figure displays the average
frequency of a skeptical guess. Black segments are 95% confidence intervals. P-values are from random-effects linear regressions
on panel data with the Receivers’ id as the group variable and the rounds as the time variable. Standard errors are clustered
at the session level using bootstrapping. *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

Figure 3: Receivers’ average skepticism with modified priors

6.1 Steps of reasoning

Disclosure games can be solved in a relatively intuitive way by using iterative elimination of weakly

dominated strategy, an approach taken in Schipper and Li (2020).37 We explain the elimination

procedure by considering, as an example, message {3, 4, 5} seen in a High treatment. The procedure

alternates elimination on the Sender and on the Receiver sides and, without loss of generality, we

start on the Sender side. At step zero of the procedure, the Sender sends messages that are con-

strained by the truth (the true type must belong to the set of types disclosed). At the first step, the

Receiver understands that the Sender’s messages are constrained by the truth, so consistent guesses

are rational. At the second step, the Sender draws conclusions from the Receiver’s consistency. In

particular, the Sender of type 5 understands that the message {5} induces guess 5 while the message

{3, 4, 5} can induce a guess in [3, 5]. Message {5} then weakly dominates {3, 4, 5} for a Sender of

type 5. At the third step, the Receiver updates his possible interpretation of the message {3, 4, 5}

and eliminates type 5 as possible, so he makes a guess in [3, 4]. At the fourth step, the Sender of

type 4 is then weakly better-off fully disclosing than sending {3, 4, 5}. At the fifth step, the Receiver

eliminates 4 as a possible type and makes the skeptical guess 3. For every message, this procedure

terminates in a finite number of steps.

In this procedure, odd steps correspond to belief updating and elimination of strategies on the

37The authors characterize iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies by prudent rationalizability and
its extensive-form analogue. For a formal description of the procedure, we refer the reader to Section 2 in Schipper
and Li (2020). For an alternative procedure which consists of iterated elimination of obviously dominated strategies,
see Hagenbach and Perez-Richet (2018).
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Receiver’s side. For tractability, we relabel the odd steps 1, 3, 5, etc. as the Receiver’s steps of

reasoning 1, 2, 3, etc. For every message m, the Receiver’s maximal number of steps of reasoning

is given by |m| and the only Receiver’s guess that survives theses |m| steps is the skeptical guess.

Table 6 below gives, for every message seen by the Receiver, the guesses that correspond to each of

his reasoning steps in High and in Low.38 The steps of reasoning for the Sender are given in Table

E.1 in Appendix E.

Table 6: Reasoning steps for the Receiver
High treatments

Message step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5
{1} 1 - - - -
{2} 2 - - - -
{3} 3 - - - -
{4} 4 - - - -
{5} 5 - - - -
{1, 2} [1,2] 1 - - -
{2, 3} [2,3] 2 - - -
{3, 4} [3,4] 3 - - -
{4, 5} [4,5] 4 - - -
{1, 2, 3} [1,3] [1,2] 1 - -
{2, 3, 4} [2,4] [2,3] 2 - -
{3, 4, 5} [3,5] [3,4] 3 - -
{1, 2, 3, 4} [1,4] [1,3] [1,2] 1 -
{2, 3, 4, 5} [2,5] [2,4] [2,3] 2 -
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} [1,5] [1,4] [1,3] [1,2] 1

Low treatments
Message step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5
{1} 1 - - - -
{2} 2 - - - -
{3} 3 - - - -
{4} 4 - - - -
{5} 5 - - - -
{1, 2} [1,2] 2 - - -
{2, 3} [2,3] 3 - - -
{3, 4} [3,4] 4 - - -
{4, 5} [4,5] 5 - - -
{1, 2, 3} [1,3] [2,3] 3 - -
{2, 3, 4} [2,4] [3,4] 4 - -
{3, 4, 5} [3,5] [4,5] 5 - -
{1, 2, 3, 4} [1,4] [2,4] [3,4] 4 -
{2, 3, 4, 5} [2,5] [3,5] [4,5] 5 -
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} [1,5] [2,5] [3,5] [4,5] 5

Note: The Table for the High treatments is on the left and for the Low treatments on the right. In each cell of a table, we
report the guesses that correspond, for a given message (in row), to a given step of reasoning (in column). For example, in
the High treatments, a guess equal to 4 conditional on message {4, 5} corresponds to the step 2 of reasoning for the Receiver.

Table 6 also shows that, for the Receiver and k ≥ 2, every k-th step of reasoning in the High

treatments consists in updating beliefs by eliminating the lowest rank still believed with positive

probability at step k − 1 (provided that there are two such ranks at least). On the contrary, in the

Low treatments, every k-th step of reasoning in Low consists in eliminating the highest rank still

believed with positive probability at step k − 1 (provided that there are two such ranks at least).

In short, in our games, as the Receiver reasons stepwise, the way he updates his beliefs has a very

clear structure.

6.2 Motivated depth of reasoning

Alaoui and Penta (2015) propose a framework in which an individual’s depth of reasoning is de-

termined by considering that the individual compares, at each step of reasoning, the benefit from

doing this additional step to the cognitive cost of doing it. We follow this approach and detail the

assumptions we make about reasoning costs and benefits in our games.

In Alaoui and Penta (2015), reasoning costs are exogenous in that they capture how cognitively

complex it is to reason at a given step for a given individual. We consider that, for a Receiver facing

38We assume that reasoning steps are the same in the two High treatments, as well as in the two Low treatments.
In Subsection 6.2, we develop the idea that the Loaded vs.Neutral variation however affects the number of these steps
that Receivers effectively do.
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a message m, it is cognitively equivalent to reason in High_Neutral and in High_Loaded : possible

types, available guesses, and steps of reasoning are the same in these games after any given m.

Similarly, for a Receiver facing a message m, it is cognitively equivalent to reason in Low_Neutral

and in Low_Loaded.39 We denote cgm(k) the Receiver’s cognitive cost of doing the k-th step of

reasoning in game g when facing message m, and make the following assumption:

Assumption 1 For every message m and step k ∈ [1, |m|], cHigh_Neutral
m (k) = c

High_Loaded
m (k) and

c
Low_Neutral
m (k) = c

Low_Loaded
m (k).

While reasoning costs are exogenous, Alaoui and Penta (2015) connect the value of reasoning

to the payoffs of the game. In our games, doing a step k of reasoning when facing message m has

the same effect on material payoffs in High_Neutral and in High_Loaded since material payoffs are

the same in both games. As explained above, in these games, doing the k-th reasoning step consists

in updating beliefs by eliminating the lowest rank still believed. We assume that, in High_Loaded,

this update has a direct, separable, positive effect on the Receivers’ utility that adds to the effect

on the material utility. Intuitively, we say that it is psychologically pleasant for the Receiver to

eliminate the most unpleasant disclosed rank. We make a similar argument for Low_Neutral and

Low_Loaded : the effect of doing the k-th step of reasoning has the same effect on material utilities

in both treatments; in these games, doing the k-th step of reasoning consists in eliminating the

highest rank still believed. We assume that, in Low_Loaded, this has a direct, separable, negative

effect on the Receiver’s utility. Intuitively, we say that it is psychologically unpleasant to eliminate

the most pleasant rank disclosed. We denote vgm(k) the material and psychological value of doing

the k-th step of reasoning in game g when facing message m, and make the following assumption:

Assumption 2 For every message m and step k ∈ [1, |m|], vHigh_Loaded
m (k) > v

High_Neutral
m (k) and

v
Low_Loaded
m (k) < v

Low_Neutral
m (k).

Having defined the reasoning costs and benefits in each game, we can identify the step at which

it becomes too costly to reason relative to the benefit, i.e. the reasoning depth of a Receiver facing

m in game g (following Definition 2 in Alaoui and Penta, 2015).

Definition 6 Given (cgm, vgm), the depth of reasoning of a Receiver facing message m in game g is

given by K(cgm, vgm) = min{k ∈ [1, |m|] : cgm(k) ≤ vgm(k) and cgm(k + 1) > vgm(k + 1)}.

We can directly derive the following predictions about a Receiver’s depth of reasoning in our

treatments. It captures the idea, key to the theory of endogenous depth of reasoning, that Loaded

and Neutral treatments give Receivers different incentives to reason:
39Cognitive equivalence between problems is defined similarly in Alaoui and Penta (2022), which also provides an

axiomatic foundation for the cost-benefit approach.
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Proposition 3 The reasoning of a Receiver facing m is deeper in High_Loaded than in High_Neutral.

The reasoning of a Receiver facing m is less deep in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral.

6.3 Depth of reasoning in the data

We make a few remarks before bringing Proposition 3 to the data. First, we have not run our

treatments within subjects and compare depth of reasoning in Loaded and Neutral between subjects.

This comparison is valid to the extent that subject populations are similar in the four treatments,

which is the case.40 Second, the depth of reasoning that Receivers can reach is constrained by the

size of the messages they see. As argued in Subsection 4.2, Receivers receive similar messages in

High_Loaded and in High_Neutral, as well as in Low_Loaded and Low_Neutral. In addition, even

if Receivers do not all see messages of every possible size, 84% of them see messages of size 4 or 5.

In Table 7, we pool the messages seen by each Receiver and consider the following: a Receiver

makes k steps of reasoning if at least one of his 10 guesses required k steps of reasoning. In every

column of Table 7, we give the fraction of Receivers who make k steps.

Table 7: Fraction of Receivers (in %) reaching each reasoning step, by treatment

1 step 2 steps 3 steps 4 steps 5 steps
High_Neutral 100 92.59 72.22 44.44 22.22
High_Loaded 100 93.75 85.42 50.00 14.58

p-value - 0.817 0.106 0.575 0.323
Low_Neutral 100 96.00 86.00 54.00 24.00
Low_Loaded 100 93.75 68.75 18.75 4.17

p-value - 0.613 0.041 <0.001 0.005
p-value (Neutral) - 0.456 0.086 0.330 0.830

Note: The Table reports the fraction of Receivers who make k steps of reasoning.
P-values come from proportion tests. One observation by individual.

Table 7 shows that all Receivers make the first reasoning step, and more than 90% of them

perform two steps. Receivers’ make similar numbers of reasoning steps in the two High treatments.

If we look at Low treatments however, a significantly larger fraction of Receivers perform three, four

or five steps in Low_Neutral than in Low_Loaded. This observation suggests that Receivers make

fewer steps of reasoning towards the skeptical guess when this guess is self-threatening than when it

is not. In Figure E.1 of Appendix E, we report the Receivers’ depth of reasoning for each message

size and observe the same tendency.

40Using Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, we checked that IQ and every demographic variable that we include in our
analysis - age, gender, educational attainment, socio-professional category, social class and experience in participating
in experiments - is distributed in the same way in the two High treatments and in the two Low.
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Result 4. (a) Receivers make a similar number of reasoning steps towards the skeptical guess

when skepticism is self-serving and when it is not. (b) Receivers make fewer steps of reasoning

towards the skeptical guess when skepticism is self-threatening than when it is not. (c) Receivers

make a similar number of reasoning steps in High_Neutral and Low_Neutral.

Note that Result 4 points to the same asymmetry as the one present in Result 2. Proposition 3 does

not predict this asymmetry because it relies on the assumption that it is as psychologically pleasant

to eliminate the lowest rank believed as it is unpleasant to eliminate the highest rank believed.

6.4 Discussion on the behavioral approaches

The behavioral approaches taken in Section 2 and in Section 6 are different. In Section 2, the Receiver

chooses his beliefs freely by trading-off the material benefit of holding skeptical beliefs, accurate in

equilibrium, and the psychological impact of these beliefs. In Section 6, the Receiver evaluates

reasoning at each step by incorporating the psychological impact of stepwise belief updating. Both

approaches predict less skepticism in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral, which we clearly find.

Proposition 3 (Section 6) predicts more skepticism in High_Loaded than in High_Neutral whereas

Proposition 2 (Section 2) does not. The asymmetry observed in our data may then suggest a higher

validity of the approach taken in Section 2. However, as explained, Proposition 2 relies on the strong

assumption that the Receiver reaches the skeptical belief before manipulating it further. If it were

not the case, the approach taken in Section 2 could also predict more skepticism in High_Loaded

than in High_Neutral because of the self-serving nature of skeptical beliefs in the former treatment.

In short, both approaches similarly predict motivated skepticism but differ in how it can emerge.

Since our treatments were designed to study why subjects are sometimes skeptical and sometimes

not, it is hard to use them to understand exactly how subjects adapt their level of skepticism to the

context.

We now discuss whether the approaches make different predictions regarding the effect of the

size of the messages on skepticism.41 For simplicity, consider a Receiver facing a vague message m

in Low treatments. According to Section 2, a psychological Receiver never makes a guess equal to

the skeptical guess. Said differently, there should be a difference in skepticism between Low_Loaded

and Low_Neutral for vague messages of any size. In Section 6, if we assume that the costs to

reason are smaller when facing messages of smaller size, it could be that there is no difference

in skepticism between Low_Loaded and Low_Neutral when messages are small but a difference
41In a related exercise, Schipper and Li (2020) compare the fully-revealing equilibrium approach and the procedure

of iterated elimination of strategies in disclosure games. The authors experimentally vary the number of possible types
with the idea that skepticism requires more steps of reasoning when the message gets larger while the size of messages
has no effect with the equilibrium approach.
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when they get large. Comparing skepticism in Low_Loaded and Low_Neutral, we indeed observe

significant differences for messages of size 5 and no differences for messages of size 2.42 Even if the

evidence is more mixed for messages of size 3 and 4, this suggests that motivated depth of reasoning

can be a mechanism at play. We leave for further research the development of an experiment

specifically designed to evaluate the relative importance of the two approaches proposed.

7 Conclusion

We designed an experiment to study how individuals read strategically-transmitted information

when they have preferences over what they will learn. In our disclosure games, the reading of

information precisely consists in making skeptical inferences when faced with vague statements. We

vary whether Receivers make inferences about loaded or neutral types and, importantly, whether

inferences about the loaded types lead to attractive or unattractive conclusions. When skeptical

inferences are self-threatening, skepticism is low. This is true while Receivers are able to exercise

skepticism in neutral settings or when skeptical inferences are self-serving.

We consider disclosure of ego-relevant types but our work speaks more generally to the disclosure

literature. Since its early development, this literature aims at analyzing communication about

product quality from sellers to buyers. As explained in Dranove and Jin (2010), quality disclosure

is pervasive and impacts individuals in almost all their purchasing decisions. Our work pushes

forward the idea that, if consumers care per se about what they will learn, it may affect how they

read product information, and the relevance of the unraveling result. In this vein, Mathios (2000)

empirically reports a lack of unraveling of nutritional information on the market of salad dressings,

which could occur because consumers prefer not to see they consume fat dressings. Bederson et al.

(2018) study disclosure of hygiene grades of restaurants, and implicitly assume there is a value in

believing that one eats in a clean place. The next question, which we do not answer in this work, is

whether information providers expect motivated skepticism from consumers, and whether they can

exploit it, for instance to keep producing low quality.43

Partially connected to works on disclosure, a relatively large literature studies environmental

42The levels of skepticism in Low_Neutral and Low_Loaded are respectively: 0.61 vs 0.48 when message size is 2
(p = 0.361), 0.56 vs 0.48 when the message size is 3 (p = 0.081), 0.51 vs 0.41 when the message size is 4 (p = 0.004)
and 0.57 vs 0.42 when the message size is 5 (p < 0.001). The frequencies of skeptical guesses in Low_Neutral and
Low_Loaded are respectively: 0.51 vs 0.39 when the message size is 2 (p = 0.436), 0.26 vs 0.18 when the message
size is 3 (p = 0.144), 0.12 vs 0.06 when the message size is 4 (p = 0.268) and 0.21 vs 0.03 when the message size is 5
(p = 0.001).

43In theory, the equilibrium effect of the Receivers’ lack of skepticism has already been studied in Milgrom and
Roberts (1986), Hagenbach and Koessler (2017) or Deversi et al. (2021). These papers however adopt a reduced-form
approach in that they do not root the lack of skepticism in a particular behavioral theory. An exception is Manili
(2023) who develops a model in which firms exploit consumers who are wishful thinkers.
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or ethical labeling, widely and increasingly used. On the one hand, this literature points at the

efficiency of mandatory labels in affecting consumers behaviors. For instance, Teisl et al. (2002)

report that dolphin-safe labels significantly affect the purchase of tuna towards more animal-friendly

products; Hainmueller et al. (2015) provide similar conclusions about the effect of fair-trade labels

on the sales of coffee; Camilleri et al. (2019) show that consumers underestimate the greenhouse

gas emissions associated with food, but that labels help them shift choices towards lower-emission

options. These findings, as our work, suggest that it may be particularly important and effective

to mandate information disclosure in markets in which some truths about products are disturbing.

On the other hand, the literature on green labeling discusses what information labels should exactly

contain (see, for instance, Cohen and Vandenbergh, 2012; De Haan and Knutsen, 2023), and shows

that the uncertainty regarding the standards needed to obtain some labels can impact their reading

(Harbaugh et al., 2011). Our work suggests that individuals can use the room left by complex or

imprecise labels to reach comfortable beliefs. If the reading of labels is motivated, their impact on

helping individuals achieve sustainable consumption may be limited.

From a more abstract point of view, we contribute to the literature on the formation of moti-

vated beliefs by bringing it to a setting of strategic communication. We show that Receivers read

information in a motivated way, even if they are well aware of the Senders’ objective and probably

pushed by the experimental environment to think about what Senders want them to guess. The

open question is how exactly Receivers reach the favored conclusions, sometimes by going against

a game-theoretic logic they otherwise understand. In Section 2, Receivers freely manipulate their

beliefs after having made equilibrium inferences. In Section 6, Receivers think in steps and their

depth of reasoning is endogenous. Another interesting possibility, which we do not explore, is that

Receivers perceive Senders’ strategies in a way that helps them form pleasant beliefs. When skepti-

cism leads to bad news, Receivers could for instance convince themselves that Senders did a mistake,

disclosing more low ranks than what is optimal for them. We leave for further research the study

of the extent to which strategic uncertainty leaves wiggle room to form motivated beliefs in games.
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Appendices
A The unraveling result

Proof of Proposition 1. First, consider by contradiction an equilibrium in which at least two

types of the Sender, say t and t′ with t > t′, send the same (necessarily vague) message m. Facing

m, the Receiver’s beliefs βm assign a positive probability to both types t and t′. In High games,

the higher type t then has a strict interest in deviating and sending the precise message m′ = {t}
because σR(m

′) = t > σR(m). In Low games, the lower type t′ then has a strict interest in deviating

and sending the precise message m′ = {t′} because σR(m
′) = t′ < σR(m). This demonstrates that

the Sender uses a fully-revealing strategy in every equilibrium.

Second, assume that, when facing the vague message m, the Receiver’s beliefs are not skeptical.

In High games, it means that βm assign some positive probability to a type in m which is not the

lowest. Then, the lowest type in m, say t, has an interest in deviating from sending the message

prescribed by any fully-revealing strategy and sending message m (to get action σR(m) > t). In

Low games, it means that βm assigns some positive probability to a type in m which is not the

highest. Then, the highest type in m, say t, has an interest in deviating from sending the message

prescribed by any fully-revealing strategy and sending message m (to get action σR(m) < t). This is

in contradiction with the former point which establishes that the Sender’s strategy is fully-revealing

in every equilibrium.

B Statistical tests

The p-values reported in the main text come from random-effects linear regressions on panel data

with the Senders’ or Receivers’ id as the group variable and the rounds as the time variable. Stan-

dard errors are clustered at the session level using bootstrapping. While this specification has the

advantage of being portable (we can use the same throughout the paper), it does not directly account

for the sometimes limited nature of our dependent variables (for instance, skepticism is bounded

between 0 and 1, is_skeptical is a dummy, etc.).

Table B provides robustness checks of the tests reported in the main text by exploring alternative

specifications. These include (i) directly accounting for the bounded nature of the dependent variable

by using Probit or Tobit models when appropriate, (ii) using linear regressions without considering

panel data structure, and (iii) clustering at the individual rather than at the session level.

Overall, our main results are fairly robust: Hypotheses 2 and 3 are rejected in none of the 24

specifications considered. Evidence are more mixed regarding Hypothesis 1: 11 specifications reject

Hypothesis 1 while 13 fail to reject it. This is consistent with our main result 2(c) which concludes
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that the aggregate level of skepticism is lower in Low_Neutral than in High_Neutral, but only

marginally.

Table B.1: P-values of statistical tests
Model Linear Linear Linear Linear Tobit Tobit Probit Probit

Subject RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE
Cluster Session Id Session Id Session Id Session Id

Panel ✓ ✓
Without controls

SkeptHigh_Neu = SkeptLow_Neu 0.075 0.159 0.031 0.066 0.022 0.086
SkeptHigh_Loa ≥ SkeptHigh_Neu 0.335 0.278 0.334 0.227 0.285 0.203
SkeptLow_Loa < SkeptLow_Neu 0.004 0.017 0.006 0.018 0.002 0.030
SkeptLow_Loa < SkeptHigh_Loa <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.001 <0.001
IsSkeptHigh_Neu = IsSkeptLow_Neu 0.181 0.401 0.057 0.163 0.033 0.174
IsSkeptHigh_Loa ≥ IsSkeptHigh_Neu 0.271 0.299 0.370 0.347 0.347 0.341
IsSkeptLow_Loa < IsSkeptLow_Neu 0.005 0.033 0.013 0.036 0.006 0.028
IsSkeptLow_Loa < IsSkeptHigh_Loa <0.001 <0.001 0.002 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

With controls
SkeptHigh_Neu = SkeptLow_Neu 0.126 0.239 0.046 0.126 0.050 0.168
SkeptHigh_Loa ≥ SkeptHigh_Neu 0.736 0.729 0.918 0.909 0.808 0.793
SkeptLow_Loa < SkeptLow_Neu 0.002 0.003 0.008 0.006 0.002 0.010
SkeptLow_Loa < SkeptHigh_Loa <0.001 <0.001 0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
IsSkeptHigh_Neu = IsSkeptLow_Neu 0.272 0.489 0.080 0.205 0.047 0.219
IsSkeptHigh_Loa ≥ IsSkeptHigh_Neu 0.587 0.642 0.982 0.984 0.957 0.961
IsSkeptLow_Loa < IsSkeptLow_Neu 0.002 0.010 0.013 0.020 0.005 0.012
IsSkeptLow_Loa < IsSkeptHigh_Loa <0.001 0.001 0.004 0.001 <0.001 <0.001

C Alternative measure of skepticism

Table C.1 replicates Table 4 considering a dependant variable which equals 1 if the guess is skeptical

and 0 if not. The coefficient of the treatment dummy in columns (1) to (3) is small and insignificant,

which shows that the Receivers’ likelihood to make the skeptical guess is not significantly different

in High_Neutral and High_Loaded. We also see no significant difference in the likelihood to make a

skeptical guess between the Neutral treatments. On the contrary, the estimated negative coefficient

of the treatment dummy in columns (4) to (6) reveals that the Receivers’ likelihood to make the

skeptical guess is substantially and significantly lower in Low_Loaded than in Low_Neutral. All

specifications control for the size of the message received by the Receiver. Whatever the size, the

skeptical guess always corresponds to guessing one specific rank among the ones disclosed. When the

number of disclosed ranks gets larger, it may become mechanically less likely or cognitively harder

to make the skeptical guess. The coefficient of the message size is negative and significant indicating

that the likelihood to make a skeptical guess indeed decreases as more ranks are disclosed.
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Table C.1: Determinants of a skeptical guess
Dep. Var. = 1 if the guess is skeptical, 0 if not

High treatments Low treatments Difference-in-difference
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1 if Loaded 0.065 0.038 0.028 -0.118*** -0.135*** -0.173*** 0.065 0.042 0.032
(0.059) (0.053) (0.063) (0.044) (0.032) (0.059) (0.059) (0.058) (0.060)

1 if Low -0.043 -0.045 -0.033
(0.034) (0.031) (0.040)

1 if Low_Loaded -0.191*** -0.183*** -0.187**
(0.068) (0.068) (0.081)

Mess. size -0.158*** -0.159*** -0.161*** -0.089*** -0.090*** -0.090*** -0.124*** -0.125*** -0.126***
(0.018) (0.019) (0.016) (0.014) (0.013) (0.014) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

IQ performance 0.022* 0.023* 0.022*** 0.019* 0.019*** 0.018**
(0.0134) (0.014) (0.007) (0.011) (0.007) (0.008)

Rounds dummies ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Demo. ✓ ✓ ✓

Cons. 0.889*** 0.578*** 0.593*** 0.604*** 0.357*** 0.0482 0.773*** 0.523*** 0.588***
(0.060) (0.113) (0.198) (0.073) (0.096) (0.337) (0.046) (0.067) (0.214)

N 789 789 789 816 816 816 1605 1605 1605
Note: The Table reports random-effects linear regressions on panel data with the Receivers’ id as the group variable and the rounds
as the time variable. Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the session level using bootstrapping. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01.

D Additional figures

Note: The Figure displays the frequency of Receivers’ guesses in the Neutral and Loaded treatments. For instance, 19.04% of the
guesses in the Neutral treatments were a = 3. It is 27.50% in the Loaded treatments.

Figure D.1: Distribution of Receivers’ Guesses
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Note: The Figure displays the average level of skepticism (dark grey) and the frequency of skeptical guesses (light grey) in the
High_Loaded treatment (resp. Low_Loaded), when the skeptical guess is mildly or strongly self-serving (resp. self-threatening).
Black segments are 95% confidence intervals. P-values are from clustered t-tests with the Receivers’ id as the group variable.
**p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

Figure D.2: Skepticism when it is mildly/strongly self-threatening/self-serving

Note: The Figure displays the averages of the estimated likelihood to belong to each quintile. For instance, individuals estimate
that they have on average 19.48% chances to belong to the first quintile. Significance levels are from two-sided t-tests that the
estimated percentage is different from 20%. *** p < 0.01.

Figure D.3: Receivers’ average likelihood to belong to each quintile
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Note: The top-left part of the Figure displays the average level of skepticism, by treatment, excluding subjects who estimate most
likely that they belong to the first quintile. The top-right part of the Figure displays the average frequency of a skeptical guess,
by treatment, excluding subjects who estimate most likely that they belong to the first quintile. The bottom-left and bottom-right
parts of the Figure exclude subjects who estimate most likely that they belong to the first or to the second quintile. Black segments
are 95% confidence intervals. P-values are from random-effects linear regressions on panel data with the Receivers’ id as the group
variable and the rounds as the time variable. Standard errors are clustered at the session level using bootstrapping. *p < 0.10, **p
< 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

Figure D.4: Receivers’ average skepticism by treatment, without confident subjects (quintile
estimated as most likely)

Note: The left part of the Figure displays the average level of skepticism, by treatment, excluding confident subjects. The right
part of the Figure displays the average frequency of a skeptical guess, by treatment, excluding confident subjects. Black segments
are 95% confidence intervals. P-values are from random-effects linear regressions on panel data with the Receivers’ id as the group
variable and the rounds as the time variable. Standard errors are clustered at the sessionlevel using bootstrapping. *p < 0.10, **p
< 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

Figure D.5: Receivers’ average skepticism by treatment, without confident subjects (distri-
bution of priors)
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E Additional material regarding depth of reasoning

In the procedure described in Section 6.1, even steps correspond to elimination of strategies on the

Sender’s side. We relabel these even steps 0, 2, 4, etc. as the Sender’s steps of reasoning 1, 2, 3,

etc. Table E.1 on the next page gives, for every type, the messages that correspond to each step of

reasoning of the Sender. Figure E.1 below displays, for every message size, the fraction of Receivers

reaching each reasoning step, by treatment.

Note: The Figure displays, for every message size, the fraction of Receivers reaching each reasoning step, by treatment.
For instance, when the message is of size 2, 72% of Receivers in High_Loaded make guesses that correspond to step 2 of
reasoning while it is only 39% in Low_Loaded.

Figure E.1: Fraction of Receivers (in %) reaching each reasoning step, by message size and
treatment
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Table E.1: Reasoning steps for the Sender
High treatments

Step 1
Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1} ✓
{2} ✓
{3} ✓
{4} ✓
{5} ✓
{1, 2} ✓ ✓
{2, 3} ✓ ✓
{3, 4} ✓ ✓
{4, 5} ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3} ✓ ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓ ✓
{3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Step 2
Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
{5} ✓
{1, 2} ✓
{2, 3} ✓
{3, 4} ✓
{4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3} ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓
{3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Step 3
Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
{5} ✓
{1, 2}
{2, 3}
{3, 4}
{4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3} ✓
{2, 3, 4} ✓
{3, 4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓

Step 4
Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
{5} ✓
{1, 2}
{2, 3}
{3, 4}
{4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3}
{2, 3, 4}
{3, 4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4} ✓
{2, 3, 4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓

Step 5
Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
{5} ✓
{1, 2}
{2, 3}
{3, 4}
{4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3}
{2, 3, 4}
{3, 4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4}
{2, 3, 4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓

Low treatments
Step 1

Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1} ✓
{2} ✓
{3} ✓
{4} ✓
{5} ✓
{1, 2} ✓ ✓
{2, 3} ✓ ✓
{3, 4} ✓ ✓
{4, 5} ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3} ✓ ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓ ✓
{3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Step 2
Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1} ✓
{2}
{3}
{4}
{5}
{1, 2} ✓
{2, 3} ✓
{3, 4} ✓
{4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3} ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓
{3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Step 3
Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1} ✓
{2}
{3}
{4}
{5}
{1, 2} ✓
{2, 3}
{3, 4}
{4, 5}
{1, 2, 3} ✓
{2, 3, 4} ✓
{3, 4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4} ✓ ✓
{2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓ ✓

Step 4
Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1} ✓
{2}
{3}
{4}
{5}
{1, 2} ✓
{2, 3}
{3, 4}
{4, 5}
{1, 2, 3} ✓
{2, 3, 4}
{3, 4, 5}
{1, 2, 3, 4} ✓
{2, 3, 4, 5} ✓
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓ ✓

Step 5
Message t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5
{1} ✓
{2}
{3}
{4}
{5}
{1, 2} ✓
{2, 3}
{3, 4}
{4, 5}
{1, 2, 3} ✓
{2, 3, 4}
{3, 4, 5}
{1, 2, 3, 4} ✓
{2, 3, 4, 5}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ✓

Note: Tables for the High treatments are on the left and for the Low treatments on the right. Each table corresponds to a step
k of reasoning for the Sender. In a table corresponding to step k, there is a check mark in the cell corresponding to column t and
message m if the Sender of type t sends m if he is at the kth step of reasoning.46


